Journey Maxwelton Watershed Natural Social
puget sound action team - u.s epa web server - maxwelton watershed-whidbey island award: $37,800
timeline: 2001-2003 website: salmonadventure envision the future, remember the past: a journey through the
maxwelton watershed maxwelton salmon adventure helped the community plan for the future by exploring the
natural and cultural history of the watershed. watershed education and ... outdoor classroom students
learn ... - whidbey watershed s - the journey of pacific salmon is an amazing one, taking them out to sea
and back again, changing ... maxwelton watershed meeting tues, oct. 9 4 - 6 pm sw high school, langley (see
article back page) ... make sense of the natural world.” this fall’s session goes from september 27 to november
9. coordinator spring 2012 - whidbey watershed s - 4 whidbey watershed stewards - spring 2012 (below)
the annual may smolt count is underway on maxwelton creek thanks to donations from puget sound anglers
and pat mcdaniel. volunteers check the trap morning and evening, count and photograph the young fish, and
release them to continue their journey to the sound. these fresh water - muse.jhu - mile journey she
undertook with her husband to bring their 35-foot trawler, ka-ching, home to wisconsin from florida via the
atlantic and the great lakes. she’s retired from restaurant management. mary blocksmahas traveled the u.s.
shores of all the great lakes, where she’s become an amateur naturalist prowling their habitats, and learned ...
about ann linnea - peerspirit - mile journey). deep water passage, a spiritual journey at mid-life, describes
her extraordinary physical courage and even more extraordinary spiritual trial and transformation. in 2002 she
worked with a local environmental education organization to publish a journey through the maxwelton
watershed. in 2010 she co-authored the
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